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I.

INTRODUCTION

The State of Rhode Island's experiment in Coastal Resources
Management began in 1971--one year prior to national legislation--with
passage of the state Coastal Resources Management Act.

In the fourteen

years since Coastal Resource Management in Rhode Island has evolved into
a federally approved management program with specific policies and
standards for alterations and activities on waters, and within 200 feet
shorelines, and associated physiographic features.

The Coastal

Resources Management Program underwent revision in 1983 in response to
criticism that it was cumbersome to apply, and required similar amounts
of staff work for major industrial projects as small residential
improvements.

Revised regulations introduced a two-tiered permitting

approach designed to facilitate routine projects.

At the same time it

was noted that the Coastsal Resources Management Program was largely
ineffective in dealing with the planning and development issues facing a
number of the critically important coastal resources.

Among the most

important of these is a series of coastal lagoons and barrier beaches
that form the state's southern shoreline.
The rural towns bordering the coastal lagoon-barrier complex,
locally known as "the salt ponds" have experienced rapid growth as the
watersheds of the coastal ponds were developed first as summer colonies,
and

lat~r

as year round residential areas.

The region's location

between the New York-New Jersey, Hartford, Connecticut and
Boston-Providence metropolitan areas places it within a day's drive of
over 9 million people.

As a consequence land values have skyrocketed,

2
and many of the assumptions that underly local zoning and land use plans
have proven inaccurate and outdated.

Instead of small out-of-the-way

rural communities, the south shore towns have become some of the
region's most prime real estate.
In order to protect the natural functioning of the salt ponds
ecosystems, their recreational fisheries, and aesthetic values that form
the basis for high real estate values in the face of rapid development
and population growth, there was a clear need for planning and
development controls which encompass a range of activities within the
salt ponds watershed area.

The state's Coastal Resources Management

Program, which dealt primarily with activities fronting on the
shoreline, was clearly inadequate to deal with the cumulative
development impacts of thousands of homes and businesses, existing and
potential, within the watersheds of these poorly flushed and fragile
estuaries.

The towns' zoning and subdivision regulations, moreover,

which largely control development were not designed and in many cases
lack authority to deal with environmental impacts of individual sewage
disposal systems, roads, and other alterations on the salt ponds
watersheds.
In response to this challenge the Coastal Resources Management
Council and URI Sea Grant Program co-sponsored four years of scientific
research into the management issues within the salt ponds and their
watersheds.

The CRMC later adopted a Special Area Management Plan for

six of the nine south shore ponds founded on the salt ponds research.
The existing Special Area Management Plan not only provides greater

3

specificity in protecting the natural resources of the salt ponds but
also establishes a means for greater coordination and cooperation among
state agencies involved in natural resource protection, highway and
economic development, and local governmental authorities involved in
land use regulation.
The Salt Ponds Project scientific research and management efforts
were designed to address the management issues typical to barrier
beach-lagoon systems.

It was anticipated that the findings of the

project would be applied to the management of similar estuarine systems
in Rhode Island and elsewhere.

One of the first steps in the Special

Area Management process is to extend the SAM Plan coverage to include
the three neighboring salt ponds in the south shore barrier abeach
coastal lagoon complex.
Many of the elements of the Salt Ponds SAM Plan may be applied
directly to the neighboring coastal lagoons along the south shore.

The

element of water quality management, however, must be designed
specifically for each watershed because of the unique characteristics of
geology, topography, land use, municipal services, waste disposal
practices, and local and state regulations.
This paper presents findings and recommendations relating to water
quality and land use for the watersheds of Quonochontaug Pond, Winnapaug
Pond, and Maschaug Ponds.

With the inclusion of these waterbodies into

the SAM Plan framework, all of the barrier beach-coastal lagoon

4

ecosystems of the south shore will come under a plan specifically
designed to protect the water quality of these unique, beaut IfuL, and
productive estuaries and their surroundings.
The structure, contents, and methodologies presented in this paper
complement Chapter Three, "Water Quality", of the existing Sal t Ponds
Special Area Management Plan, and will contribute to the understanding
of the water quality and land use issues in the towns of Westerly and
nearby Charlestown, Rhode Island.

It is hoped that these findings and

recommendations will provide a necessary step towards the extension of
the SAM Plan along the entire south shore, and the development of a
coastal element in the Westerly Comprehensive Plan.

*****
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II.

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF QUONOCHONTAUG, WINNAPAUG AND KASCHAUG
PONDS

Quonochontaug, Winnapaug, and Maschaug Ponds form the western end
of a chain of coastal lagoons and salt ponds which stretches the length
of Rhode Island's south shore.

These salt and brackish water bodies,

locally known as salt ponds, are among the state's most ecologically
valuable, sensitive, and highly used coastal resources.

For the towns

that share their waters and shorelines the salt ponds represent a major
element of the quality of life and recreational opportunity for which
this part of the state is renowned.

1

While the ponds have many characteristics in common there is also
great diversity among them.

Quonochontaug Pond (shared by the towns of

Charlestown and Westerly) is isolated from the activity of the major
roadways by stretches of forested wetlands.

The neighborhoods bordering

on the ponds are still quiet residential and vacation communities.

To

the west of the ponds breachway, Quonochontaug's barrier beach has been
set aside for conservation purposes by private and municipal agencies,
and is an outstanding example of private and public cooperation in
barrier beach management.
The area around Winnapaug (also known as Brightman's) Pond on the
other hand is one of the most intensively used recreational areas in
Rhode Island, serving not only the needs of the rapidly growing
population of Westerly, but wide areas of eastern Connecticut and
central Massachusetts as well.

The demand for the fine sand beaches,

Hap 1. Location of Quonochontau9,
Wlnnapau9, and Haschau9 Ponds
and their Watersheds.
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seaside resorts, and accessible fisheries of the Winnapaug pond is such
that on hot summer weekends automobile traffic stands bumper

LO

bumper

for miles on the roads leading to the shore.
The small pair of brackish ponds known as Maschaug and Little
Maschaug and referred to here as Maschaug Ponds are surrounded by open
space, low density residential areas, and a golf course.

These ponds

have virtually no public access and do not support active fisheries or
intense recreational activities.
In spite of the heavy use which the barrier beach, the salt ponds
and the adjacent villages of Misquamicut and Weekapaug sustain during
the summer months, Quonochontaug, Winnapaug and Maschaug Ponds still
retain areas of great scenic and wildlife value, and provide
opportunities for fishing, clamming, hunting, and nature observation.
The flats and salt marshes of the tidal deltas and back barriers in
Quonochontaug and Winnapaug Ponds are among the state's most important
observation points for shore birds and waterfowl,

2

and in places large

parcels of woodland and old farmland still extend from the ponds'
northern shore to the inland boundaries to the inland boundary of the
ponds' watersheds.
Due in large part to these attractions, and a nationwide rush to
the seashore) the Quonochontaug, Winnapaug and Maschaug watersheds are
subject to rapidly intensifying human uses and development pressures.
The watershed area surrounding these ponds are among the most developed
of all the salt ponds watersheds, with two times the housing density of
the rest of the salt pond region covered in the Salt Ponds SAM Plan.

7
Current zoning, subdivision, and state regulations will allow the
present number of houses to nearly triple.

If the current

tr~nds

in

land use conversion, waste disposal, water uses, and governmental
regulation and decision making remain unchanged, many of the resource
values, including pond water quality, shellfisheries, navigability, and
values of residential real estate may be unnecessarily sacrificed.
It is proposed that Quonochontaug, Winnapaug and Maschaug Ponds be
included in the Special Area Management framework to secure a
comprehensive, coordinated, and effective means for protecting the
values of the unique pond complexes and their immediate surroundings.
The following information presents a basis for discerning the major
water quality management issues relating to Quonochontaug, Winnapaug and
Maschaug Ponds and devising ways to protect the special natural,
economic, and aesthetic values and qualities of the ponds.
A.

Quonochontaug Pond

Quonochontaug Pond is a coastal lagoon of 733 acres located on
Rhode Island's south shore.

It is separated from the waters of Block

Island Sound by a sandy barrier spit stretching between the headlands of
Weekapaug Point and Quonochontaug Neck.

The stretch of barrier west of

the breachway is designated as an undeveloped barrier beach by the
Coastal Resources Management Program.

A stabilized breachway connects

the pond with the Sound near its eastern end.

Quonochontaug drains a

watershed of approximately 2,000 acres (3.08 square miles).

The pond is

oriented along the east-west trend of the south shore and is 2.4 miles
long.

At its widest point it measures three-quarters of a mile.

The

8

pond and its watershed are divided between the towns of Westerly and
Charlestown, with 35 percent of the pond's surface area, and 60 percent
of its watersheds area falling within the borders of Westerly.
Quonochontaug is the third largest of the south shore salt
ponds, exceeded by Ninigret (1,711 acres) and Point Judith (1,539
acres).

It is also one of the deepest, with an average depth of six

feet and a maximum depth of fourteen feet.
pond is approximately two feet.

4

Tidal range within the

9

Table 1.

Characteristics of the Salt Ponds.
Area
(acres)

t1aschaug

6

42

Av. depth
(f e.

)

5

Av. salinity
(ppt)

Surface/Watershed
(area ratio)

3.8

13

1:10

Winnapaug

446

5

31

1:5

Quonochontaug

733

6

31

1:3

1711

4

28

1 :4

Ninigret
Green Hill

431

2.6

24

1:9

Trustom

160

1.3

4

1:6

Cards

43

1.3

10

1:34

Potter

329

5.2

28

1:7

1530

5.9

30

1 :4*

Pt. Judith

*The Saugatucket River watershed (16.25 sq. miles) is not included in
this calculation. Including the Saugatucket brings the ratio to 1:10.

10
Salinities within the pond are relatively high, between 27.5 and 34

4

ppt. , indicating a high rate of tidal flushing and a relatively low
rate of dilution with groundwater and surface runoff.

Six small

streams, all but two of which are intermittent, drain the glacial till
upland watershed and feed lnto small coves.

Springs have been noted in

the northeast cOVP., where glacial outwash deposits meet the shoreline.
The geology of the Quonochontaug watershed differs considerably
from that of the salt ponds to the east.
(a) The southwesterly trend of the Charlestown recessional
moraine continually narrows the extent of the coastal
ponds watersheds as it progresses westward, thus giving
Quonochontaug a relatively small watershed relative to its
surface area.
(b) In contrast to the glacial outwash surrounding most of the
ponds from Point Judith Neck westward, the land directly
surrounding Quonochontaug consists mostly of glacial
till.
(c) The depth to bedrock is only 0-15 feet around
Quonochontaug compared to 50-180 ft. around the ponds to
the east and in many areas within the pond and along the
7

shore, bedrock is exposed. '

Consequently, many of the

soils surrounding Quonochontaug drain slowly and drinking
water wells have poor yields.

Wetlands and soils with

11
severe drainage constraints form a greater percentage of
the surrounding area than in any other pond

wat~rshed

(see

Figure 1 and Map 1).
B.

\linnapaug Pond

Winnapaug Pond is a coastal lagoon of approximately 446 acres,
located to the west of Quonochontaug Pond near the western end of the
coastal outwash plain on Rhode Island's south shore.
The pond is long and narrow and oriented along the east-west trend
of the south shore.

It is 1.9 miles long, and at its widest point

measures one-half mile.

Winnapaug is separated from the waters of Block

Island Sound by Atlantic Beach, a relatively broad and heavily developed
barrier spit.

Atlantic Beach is designated as a developed barrier beach

by the Coastal Resources Management Program and is the site of
considerable residential, commercial, and recreational development.

A

stabilized breachway connects the pond with the Sound.
Salinity within the pond is high, varying between 26 and 34 parts
per thousand, indicating very little dilution of seawater with
groundwater or surface runoff.

4

There are no streams emptying into the

pond, although mosquito ditches on the north shore marshes drain
freshwater wetlands and zones of fresh water infiltration appear on the
extreme western shore, where fresh water tall reed (Phragmites communis)
is encroaching into subtidal areas.
The geology of the Winnapaug watershed shares much in common with
other salt ponds along the south shore.

12
(a) The pond has a mean depth of less than five feet.

A broad

sandy shelf extends along most of the inland shoreline, and
tidal flats and washover lobes encroach far into the pond from
the south and the east.

Local residents have viewed with alarm

the steady shoaling of the pond's eastern half due to sand
migrating into the pond via the Weekapaug breachway.

There are

two unusually deep (25 foot) kettle hole depressions in the
western end of the pond.
(b) The land surrounding the pond consists of relatively deep,
glacial outwash (sand and gravel) deposits.
form an excellent medium for water flow.

7 These deposits

As a result, there is

very little surface runoff from the watershed.

The northern

part of the watershed area consists of the mixed till and
outwash deposits of the Charlestown recessional moraine.

5

The

hummocky and uneven topography of this area enhances the
ability of rainfall to enter the groundwater system, rather
than to flow to the pond as runoff.
(c) While the groundwater recharge rates of the outwash and
mixed till soils are high, the total amount of groundwater flow
into Winnapaug Pond is limited by the small area of the
watershed (2,200 acres or 3.5 square miles).

On average,

freshwater inputs account for less than two percent of the
water mass of Winnapaug Pond.

5

13
(d) The flat topography and low elevation of the land
immediately surrounding Winnapaug Pond has created areas of
high water table which are inappropriate for individual sewage
disposal.

These areas also serve as biological and

hydrological buffers for the pond ecosystem.
(e) The immediate surroundings of Winnapaug pond are
particularly prone to coastal flooding.

Much of the

residential and commercial areas adjacent to Winnapaug Pond are
located within the high flood danger zone.

Hurricanes have

devastated the communities directly surrounding the pond twice
in this century.

c.

Kaschaug Ponds

Maschaug Ponds consist of two small brackish salt ponds which
together cover a basin of approximately 42 acres located to the west of
the Misquamicut glacial outwash headland and to the south and east of
Watch Hill.

Average water depth is approximately 3.8 feet.

Although

the ponds were originally a single basin, a filled causeway has divided
them in two.

The larger pond to the west is called Maschaug while the

eastern cove is called Little Maschaug.

Two culverts in the causeway

permit the exchange of water.
The ponds are entirely land locked from Block Island Sound by
Maschaug Beach, which is designated as an Undeveloped Barrier Beach by
the Coastal Resources Management Program.

As a consequence the waters

of Maschaug Ponds are not tidally influenced.

Virtually all circulation

in the pond is wind driven, and salt water input normally arrives as

14
overwash from Fall and Winter storms.

Between 1981 and 1983 average

salinity remained at a relatively high 13%.

Estimates made of water

volume in the ponds indicate that as 18% of the pond's volume can be
added by a single storm event.

During extended periods of low storm

frequency salinities drop considerably.

6

Maschaug Ponds are an example of a coastal lagoon in the final
stage of shoreward migration; while the southern barrier shoreline is
moving shoreward with sea level rise, the northern shoreline is
constrained by the hills of the Charlestown Recessional Moraine which
form its northern boundary.

Dikes have been erected to restrain the

waters of both Maschaug from flooding a golf course on the ponds
northern perimeter; however, the porosity of the subsoils and general
rise in the water table often result in standing water on the lowest
lying greens.
The brackish nature of Maschaug Ponds suggest that phosphorous,
rather than nitrogen, is the principal limiting nutrient in the ponds'
ecosystem.

In a way similar to fresh water ponds, the introduction of

phosphate chiefly through domestic grey water is of more concern than
nitrogen inputs.
III.

9

ENVIRONMENTAL AND FISHERIES VALUES OF QUONOCHONTAUG, WINNAPAUG AND
KASCHAUG PONDS

A.

Quonochontaug Pond

Quonochontaug encompasses a broad range of marine habitats,
including salt marsh, tidal flats, bed rock shoals and islands, and
small stream fed coves along the boulder and cobble inland shoreline.

15
The relatively small amounts of fresh water inflow result in a well
mixed estuary with average salinities deviating only slightly from those
in Block Island Sound.

Brackish water habitats are small and localized

in coves and spring-fed shoreline areas.

The marine life in

Quonochontaug is consequently more diverse than in other salt ponds.

It

is the only pond which supports viable shellfisheries for lobsters, rock
crabs, and surf clams, as

~ell

as the more typical estuarine species:

quahaugs, oysters, soft shelled clams, scallops, and blue-claw crabs.

10

The tidal channels and back barrier flats harbor unusual invertebrate
species, including sand dollars, moon snails, paper bubbles, and Gould's
trumpet worm.

2

Of all the major south shore salt ponds Quonochontaug

provides habitat for the greatest variety of finfish in all life stages
(Stolgitis et al., 1976).

The marshy tidal delta to the north and east

of the breachway has long been one of the favorite spots in the state
for observing rare waterfowl and shore birds.
The southern shoreline of the pond is formed by the Quonochontaug
barrier, which is held largely for conservation purposes, and designated
as an undeveloped barrier beach in the Coastal Resources Management
Program.

This barrier system contains unusually well developed dune

fields and beach vegetation compared to the rest of Rhode Island's south
shore.
Recreational fisheries in Quonochontaug include shellfishing for
quahaugs, soft shell clams, bay scallops, surf clams and oysters.

Rod

and reel fisheries include winter flounder, blue fish, striped bass, and
weakfish.

Many of the power boats berthed in the eastern part of the

16
pond participate in offshore recreational fisheries.

Small scale

commercial fisheries are conducted for flounder (trawling and fyke
netting), eel trapping, lobstering, and scalloping in the fall.
Quonochontaug also serves as a locally important site for the collection
of marine scientific specimens.
licensed in this pond.

There are no aquaculture projects yet

These various fisheries are frequently perceived

to conflict with each other; particularly trawling vs. rod and reel
fishing, and aquaculture -vs. all "free and common" fisheries uses.
Fisheries management is conducted by the Department of
Environmental Management Division of Fish and Wildlife, which has
designated the pond as a fisheries management area, and actively
manages scallop and quahaug populations.

In 1983 the area southerly of

an east-west line running from Nopes Island to Quahaug Point was
designated as a shellfish management area and declared off limits in
order to restore depleted quahaug stocks.
in 1988.

This measure will be reviewed

DEM also stocks Quonochontaug Pond with bay scallops as part

of an overall fisheries enhancement effort in Point Judith, Ninigret,
Quonochontaug, and Winnapaug Ponds.
B.

Winnapaug Pond

Winnapaug Pond encompasses a range of marine habitats, including
extensive salt marshes along the southern and northwestern shores, large
areas of tidal flats and deltas, and deep kettle holes.

The overall

shallowness of the pond makes it particularly valuable as a recreational
shellfishing area.

The principal recreational shellfish catches are

softshelled clams and quahogs.

10

Brackish water habitats in the pond are

17

limited to a few seeps and springs along the pond edge, and once
plentiful oysters are relatively rare.

Scallops are sought

recreationally and commercially during the fall.

Other shellfish

present in the pond include blue-claw crabs, mussels, razor clams, and
horseshoe crabs.

10

Recreational fisheries include rod and reel fishing for tautog,
bluefish, winter flounder, and striped bass.
commercial eel trap fishery in the pond.

There is also a small

10 4

'

Fisheries management is conducted by the Division of Fish and
Wildlife of the Department of Environmental Management, which has
designated Winnapaug as a Shellfish Management Area and manages quahog
and softshell clam fisheries by setting seasons, closure areas and
special catch limits for shellfishing in the pond.

An area along the

north shore designated by an east-west line running between "Big Rock
Point" and the southerly tip of Larkin Island, is permanently set off
limits to shellfishing in order to preserve a brood stock for other
shellfish populations in the pond.
1988.

6

The closure will be reviewed in

OEM also stocks the pond with bay scallops as part of an overall

fisheries enhancement effort for the south shore salt ponds.

c.

Kaschaug Ponds

Relatively little fisheries research has been done on Maschaug
Ponds due to their small size and limited access and recreational
values.

The ponds are one of the few remaining waterbodies in Rhode

Island that support high concentrations and successful spawning of
oysters.

However, low salinity levels often restrict the animals'

18

growth and produce a lower quality meat.

Temporary breaching of the

barrier to Block Island Sound could provide a salinity pulse

~ ha t

would

improve the quality of the oyster stock and also lower the water levels
to the benefit of the golf course.
The long history of separation from tidal waters and the tradition
of private ownership of the pond's bottom, and the current lack of
competing uses suggest that from an environmental and use viewpoint
Maschaug Ponds may be a suitable site for oyster aquaculture.
IV.

A.

PUBLIC ACCESS TO QUONOCHONTAUG, VINNAPAUG AND KASCHAUG PONDS

Quonochontaug Pond

Public access to Quonochontaug Pond is limited to a single state
owned boat launching ramp on the easterly side of the Quonochontaug
breachway.

Boats may also enter the pond via the breachway.

There are,

in addition, a number of private and quasi-public access points
including the Quonochontaug and Weekapaug Yacht Clubs, the Shelter
Harbor Fire Di.strict landing, and rights-of-way owned by the Shady
Harbor and Central Beach Fire Districts.

These associations serve the

residential communities surrounding the pond.

During the summer, boats

from both public and private access points engage in fishing,
waterskiing, and sailing.

During peak hours boat traffic is heavy.

Access to the pond from the sand trail on Quonochontaug Beach is
administered by the Quonochontaug Beach Conservation Commi.ssion (QBCC),
which manages most of the barrier under a CRMC and DEM approved
management plan.

A small group of property owners at the east end of

the beach have access rights along the trail.
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B.

Vinnapaug Pond

Public access to Winnapaug is limited to one town owned iight of
way along the northeastern shore where Winnapaug Avenue meets the shore.
There is also entry and egress via the breachway.

A number of private

and quasi-public docks and launching ramps are situated on the eastern
half of the pond (see Map 2).

The Weekapaug Fire District owns piers on

the east side of the breachway.

The state of Rhode Island, the Town of

Westerly, and the Misquamicut and Weekapaug fire districts own property
on the barrier beach.

Beach goers often find access to the pond from

the back side of these lots.

There is no obstruction to public passage

along the back barrier flats.

Boating, swimming, diving, and sailing

are popular activities in Winnapaug Pond; because broad areas of the
pond are not navigable most boating activity is limited to the
breachway, tidal channels, and the cove in the north central area.
C.

Kaschaug Ponds

The land surrounding Maschaug Ponds is entirely in private
ownership, as are the ponds' bottom.

There are presently no private

docks on the ponds, and boating activity are limited to a few boats and
canoes used occasionally by land owners.

The Misquamicut Golf Club owns

and maintains a golf course bordering Little Maschaug and Maschaug
Ponds, and restricts access to much of the shoreline.

The Dike

Shoreline, as well, serves as an effective barrier to boating access.
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Map 3.
Publicly Owned and Conservation Land i~ the Winnapaug
and Maschaug Watersheds.
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V.

WATER QUALITY AND LAND USE IN THE QOONOCHONTAUG, WINNAPAUG AND
HASCHAUG WATERSHEDS

Introduction

The future of the south shore coastal ponds, their fisheries, use
as boating and swimming areas, wildlife value, and their outstanding
natural beauty is largely dependent on the human activities that take
place on the ponds' watersheds.

As in the rest of the salt pond region,

the threat of major water pollution problems is directly related to the
density and distribution of development on the land surrounding
Quonochontaug Pond, Winnapaug and Maschaug Ponds.

3

These watersheds are

primarily zoned for residential uses, therefore bacterial contamination
and nutrient enrichment from onsite waste disposal and other residential
practices are the primary threats to water quality.

Without adequate

management these pollutants will increasingly threaten the water quality
within the Quonochontaug Watershed Area and the groundwater which is the
predominant source of fresh water to the pond and an important source of
drinking water to residential communities in the town of Charlestown.
A.

Quonochontaug Pond

The land uses and development trends within the Quonochontaug
watersheds closely parallel those identified in the study of the salt
ponds to the east, and include low and medium density residential
development, abandoned fields and woodland, land in conservation and
public management, roads, and agriculture (see Figure 1).

The

predominant and expanding active land use in the Quonochontaug Watershed
Area is residential, with 27 percent of the land area occupied by

Fig. 1

LAND USE IN THE QUONOCHONT AUG WA TERSHI:D

WETLANDS
AND SOILS
WITH SEVERE
CONSTRAINTS

22%
SALTMARSH

SOURCE:

URI Department of Geology
Airphoto Collection

AGRICUL TURE

2%
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residential and vacation communities (see Table 1).

There are four

major platted areas which account for three-quarters of the
the pond watershed:

p.~using

in

Central Beach and Shady Harbor in Charlestown (20

percent and 27 percent of the housing in the pond watershed), Shelter
Harbor and Weekapaug in Westerly (12 percent and 15 percent of the
housing in the watershed).

The number of houses in the Quonochontaug

region has been steadily increasing

si~ce

the 1930s (see Figure 2).

In

the forty years from 1940 to 1980 approximately 500 houses have been
constructed.

Since 1970 this rate appears to have increased in spite of

relatively poor economic conditions for bUilding.
The density and age of development within the major residential
communities, the low permeability of the surrounding glacial till soils,
and the exclusive of individual sewage disposal systems (ISDS) for
domestic waste disposal all point to bacterial contamination via runoff
and failing septic systems as a particular concern for water quality in
Quonochontaug Pond.

Supporting this assessment are the following

observations:
(1) Sixty-five percent of the housing units in the watershed were
built prior to the date of state ISDS standards, and thus ISDS are of
unknown quality and performance (see Figure 2).
(2) Since the useful life of even properly designed and constructed

systems is estimated by numerous studies to range from 20 to 50 years

11

,

increasing rates of failure may be expected from many houses constructed
around the pond from the 1930s through the sixties (see Figure 2).

o
u
o

Fig. 2 .

TREND IN HOUSING DEVELOPMENT WITHIN
THE QUONOCHONTAUG WATERSHED
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(3) Quonochontaug Pond is particularly sensitive to the threat of
runoff pollution because of the quality of the soils surroundlng the
north and west sides of the pond.

Roughly 80 percent of the watershed

area consists of glacial till and mixed till and outwash deposits with
relatively low recharge and high runoff rates.

Approximately 60 percent

of the fresh water input to the pond comes in the form of surface
drainage and runoff.

13

Bacterial water quality surveys from 1977 to the present indicate
somewhat higher coliform counts at the sampling points adjacent to
developed areas, although bacterial water quality in the pond appears to
be quite good (see Figure 3).
Large areas of wetlands and undisturbed vegetation such as those
found along Quonochontaug Pond's landward shore absorb, assimilate and
buffer nutrient and bacterial inputs from residential development.

3

Filling or artifically draining these poorly drained areas for
residential development would likely have an impact far in excess of the
number of houses which could be built in these areas, since new
pollution sources would not only be created, but existing sites of
natural filtration and denitrification would be removed.
All the major residential communities surrounding the pond have
some form of public water supply.

Weekapaug and Shelter Harbor are

served by the Westerly municipal water system which is supplied by wells
outside of the Quonochontaug watershed.

The Charlestown communities are

served by local fire district wells within the Quonochontaug watershed.
The principal threat of groundwater contamination in the Quonochontaug

23
area comes chiefly from nitrate contamination by residential ISDS and
lawn fertilizers.

Present nitrate loadings to the

groundwate~

in the

watershed are estimated to be 16,000 pounds of nitrogen per year.

At

saturation development, permissable under local ordinances (see
following section), groundwater nitrate loadings quadruple to
approximately 60,000 pounds of nitrogen per year.

Average groundwater

nitrate concentrations would be expected to reach 8 ppm, second only to
neighboring Winnapaug Pond.
Groundwater contamination by seawater intrusion and road salt may
be of concern to the Quonochontaug and Shady Harbor fire districts,
respectively.

Extensive draw down from these wells may cause landward

movement of salt water from Block Island sound and the salt ponds
leading to contamination of the Quonochontaug Fire District drinking
water supplies.

With the conversion of summer homes to year round

residences and increased building, (see below) section --pumping rates
will increasingly raise the potential for salt water intrusion.

The

wells for Shady Harbor are located in very close proximity to U.S. Route
1 and care should be taken to avoid road salt and other contaminants
from entering the wells (Map 3).
A major concern to water quality in the Quonochontaug Pond relates
to eutrophication, a state of nutrient enrichment and consequent excess
growth of algae, siltation with fine organic materials, anoxic water
conditions, and the loss of substantial marine fish and shellfish
habitats and populations.

5

The principal limiting nutrient in the more
3

saline of the salt ponds is nitrogen , and residential development

24

including septic tank effluents and lawn fertilizers currently represent
approximately 70 percent of the total nitrogen input into Quorochontaug
Pond.

13

(See Table 2 and 3).

At saturation development residential uses

will contribute over 90% of the total nitrogen loading to the ponds.

Fig. 3:.

FECAL COLIFORM BACTERIA CONCENTRATIONS- IN
aUONOCHONTAUG POND, 1977 18
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Table 2. Sources of inorganic nitrogen to groundwater predicted from
literature values for loading and land use and housing units in the
region in 1981. Loading units are in pounds of nitrogen per year.
Watershed
Quonochontaug
Winnapaug
Maschaug

Residential lJse

Agricultural Use

15,449 (70%)
43,346 (86)
8,767 (93)

Precipitation

1,000 (5%)
2,516 (5)
241 (2)

5,213 (24%)
4,312 (9)
433 (5)

With the potential of a threefold increase in residential density
in the watershed allowable by current zoning (see following section) the
threat of eutrophication will increase proportionately.

Table 3. Projected nitrogen loading to Quonochontaug salt pond
watersheds at saturation development. Loading Units are in pounds N per
year and nitrate concentrations are in parts per million.
Source
Residential
Septic
Lawns
Pets
TOTAL
Agricultural
Fertilizer

Pounds N Per Year
28,995
22,032
2,478
53,505
0

Precipitation

5,213

Total Loading

58,718

Avg. groundwater
nitrate concentration

8.11 ppm

Percent
49.3
37.5
4.2
91.1
0
8.9
100
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Table 4.

Projected Nitrogen Loading to Salt Pond Watersheds at
Saturation Development. Loading Units are in Pounds N Per
Year and Nitrate Concentrations are in Parts Per Million.
Pounds N Per Year

Percent of Total

Residential
Septic
Lawns
Pets
TOTAL

58,179
41,196
4,964
104,339

53
38
4
95

Agriculture
Precipitation
Total Loading

0
4,312
108,381

0
4
100

Residential
Septic
Lawns
Pets
TOTAL

8,596
8,619
704
17,919

47
47
4
98

Agriculture
Precipitation
Total Loading

0
433
18,352

2

Source
A.

B.

Winnapaug Pond

Maschaug Pond

B.

0
100

Winnapaug Pond

The land uses and development trends within the Winnapaug watershed
closely parallel those identified in the Salt Ponds Special Area
Management Plan (see Figure 4, Map 6).
l~innapaug

Relatively large areas of the

and Maschaug watersheds are occupied by golf courses, and are

considered a separate land use category.

The predominant and expanding

land use in residential, with 43 percent of the land area occupied by
residential and seasonal communities.

In the forty years from 1940 to

1980 approximately 1400 houses, motels, and businesses have been

I

.. ,

\.

FIG

4.

LAND USE IN THE WINNAPAUG
AND MASCHAUG WATERSHEDS

Commercial
20;0

Source:

URI Department of Geology
Airphoto Collection
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constructed.

The rate of growth slowed considerably during the 1970s,

and has risen again in the 1980s (see Figure 2).

There is no municipal

sewerage in Westerly's salt pond region, and all houses and businesses
rely on individual sewage disposal systems (ISDS).
region connects predominantly seasonal communities.

Westerly's salt pond
In 1980

approximately two thirds of the housing stock was in seasonal use.

14

The

stability of the seasonal use contrasts sharply with the rapid
conversion from seasonal to year round use in the Salt Ponds Region to
the east.

Seasonal use patterns favors the operation of inground sewage

disposal systems (ISDS) since regular rest periods prolong the life and
increase the effectiveness of ISDS.

11

This is corroborated by recent

surveys of bacteria levels in Winnapaug Pond which do not indicate
serious contamination problems (Figure 3).
The growing age and uncertain design of many of the ISDS around the
pond may offset this advantage, since two thirds of the houses in the
watershed were constructed before the adoption of state septic system
standards in 1969 and are of unknown quality and performance (see Figure
5).

Many of these systems now exceed the 20-30 year average life

expectancy of even properly designed systems.

11

It is likely that septic

system maintenance and repair will become an increasingly important
issue in the developed residential areas surrounding Winnapaug Pond.
The

tr~nd

towards conversion from seasonal to year-round occupancy may

exacerbate the ISDS failure problem.
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While runoff currently appears to be a secondary problem in most of
the Wlnnapaug watershed area, due to the extremely well

draln~d

soils in

the watershed, roads, drainage systems, lawns, roofs, parking lots, and
other impermeable or compacted surfaces associated with increased
development can rapidly become a primary source of bacterial and
chemical pollution.

In many cases drainage of stormwater carries

effluent from failing or improperly designed septic systems (a special
concern in the densely platted areas of Misquamicut and Weekapaug), pet
wastes, petroleum products, sediments, lawn fertilizers and pesticides.
The importance of this pathway for pollution has been documented in many
studies of residential areas bordering on coastal waters similar to
Winnapaug, including the Rhode Island salt ponds
Great South Bay, Lond Island.

15 ,Moriches Bay
and

16

All the major residential communities surrounding Winnapaug and
Maschaug Ponds are serviced by Westerly's municipal water supply, pumped
from the Pawcatuck River aquifer.

Thus increased development of the

watershed will not contaminate the drinking water supply.

However, as

presented in the salt ponds SAM Plan, the principal limiting nutrient in
the more saline salt ponds such as Winnapaug is nitrogen.

17

Residential

uses, largely septic system effluent and lawn fertilizers now represent
approximately 80 percent of the nitrogen entering Winnapaug Pond, and at
saturation will represent 95 percent (see Tables 3.3 and 3.5).
arrival in the ponds, nitrogen is rapidly taken up by algae
converted into masses of plant material.

19

Upon its

,and

The resultant proliferation,

death and decay of these plants can lead to anoxic conditions in the

FIG

f).

FECAL COLIFORM BACTERIA CONCENTRATIONS
IN WINNAPAUG POND, 1981-1985 18
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water and sediments, loss of flsh and shellfish populations, and serious
aesthetics and odor problems.

Present nitrate loadings to

aquifer are estimated to be 43,000 lbs. per year.

th~

local

At saturation

development permissible under local ordinances (see following section),
groundwater nitrate loadings may more than double to 108,000 lbs.

20

Total imports of water into the Winnapau8-Maschaug area are
presently estimated to be 9.5 million cubic feet per year and represent
approximately 13 percent of the total rechar8e to the local aquifer.

16

Under saturation development the percentage of imported water may rise
to 38 percent, and may have the effect of raising groundwater levels in
localized, heavily developed areas in the watershed.
An extension of the municipal sewerage system into the Misquamicut
area at the western side of Winnapaug Pond is being considered by the
Town of Westerly, and the Rhode Island Department of Environmental
Management.

The plan presently includes a pumping station at the foot

of the road, and a four inch force main to the Westerly Sewage Treatment
Plant (STP).

The Westerly STP has a design capacity of 3.3 mgd. and has

more than adequate capacity to serve the area.

c.

10

Kascbaug Ponds

Maschaug Pond is unique in the salt pond system in that i t is
completely land-locked.

Average salinities in the pond are relatively

high, 13%, due to the low profile of the barriers, high frequency of
storm overwash, and the small amounts of fresh water inflow.
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The small (400 acre) watershed area is a mix of heavy residential
development to the east at Misquamicut and open land and the Misquamicut
Club Golf Course of the eastern part of Watch Hill.

Table 5.

Land Use in the Maschaug Watershed
Developed

32%

Open Space

28%

Golf Course

40%

The land use pattern in the Maschaug Pond watershed has remained
relatively stable due to the large percentage of land held by the
Misquamicut Club as a golf course and open space, and the nearly total
development of the platted residential areas in Misquamicut.
The water quality issues relating to Maschaug Ponds differ
significantly from those of Quonochontaug and Winnapaug Ponds.

Because

of its brackish nature, nitrogen is not likely to play the same role in
stimulating plant growth that it does in the larger, permanently
breached ecosystems.

17

In a manner similar to fresh water ponds,

phosphate is likely to be the limiting nutrient for much or all of the
year.
The major source of phosphate in groundwater of residential areas
is septic system leachate.

Although phosphorous in the form of

phosphate is more likely to be bound to soil particles in the vicinity

31

the leach fields than nitrogen, research conducted as part of the Salt
Ponds Project documented relatively rapid movement of phosphate through
gravelly soils similar to those around Maschaug Ponds.

15

The level of phosphate loading to the groundwater can be expected
to increase with the eventual growth in the number of houses and septic
systems in the watershed.

Reductions in zoned density in the watershed

to the north of Maschaug Ponds and occasional breaching to Block Island
Sound could effectively reduce the threat of eutrophication in these
waterbodies.
Maschaug Ponds are well protected against runoff inputs from the
densely developed areas in Misquamicut by an earthen dyke which
separates all of Little Maschaug and the eastern portion of Maschaug
Pond from areas north of the pond.

The south side of the pond consists

of beach sand and is likewise likely to contribute little or no runoff
to the ponds.
A potential source of contamination to Maschaug Ponds is pumpage
from low-lying areas on the golf green into Little Maschaug Pond.

The

Misquamicut Club currently discharges standing water from its lower
holes into the pond.

Since the collection of water in this area is due

to a rising water table, it may be a more appropriate measure to lower
the level of Maschaug Pond by summer breaching to the ocean, a practice
currently conducted at Cards and Trustom Ponds in South Kingstown, where
high seasonal water levels inundate agricultural land.

32
Since there are so few established human uses of the ponds, and few
threats to water quality a primary water quality concern is the ability
of the waters to support healthy populations of estuarine organisms.
Currently the ponds are subject to wide variations in salinity, which
could potentially threaten the populattons of oysters and white perch.
Regulation of the salinity within optimum levels for spawning and
growth of estuarine species could be achieved by temporary breaching or
pumping between the pond and Block Island Sound.

VI.

MUNICIPAL LAND USE CONTROLS

Introduction:

Zoning

Local zoning ordinances are the principal determinants of the type
and density of the use of land and the consequent environmental impacts
of those uses.

The watersheds of Quonochontaug, Winnapaug and Maschaug

Ponds are predominantly zoned for residential and to a lesser extent
commercial uses.

According to existing zoning the watersheds may more

than double the number of existing dwellings.

The town of Charlestown,

in which a small part (20%) of the salt ponds watershed falls adopted
low density zoning for aquifer and water quality protection has reduced
substantially its development potential.

IJesterly's portion of the salt

ponds watershed has relatively high density zoning and the numbers of
houses permissible, even when discounting wetland areas from the
calculation may increase dramatically.
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Table 6.
Town

Watershed

Existing
Houses

Total
Potential

Increase
Factor

Charlestown

Quonochontaug

263

421

1.6

Westerly

Quonochontaug

362

1,578

4.2

Westerly

Winnapaug

1,509

3,526

2.3

Westerly

Maschaug

260

521

2.0

Westerly
Subtotal

Westerly Salt
Ponds

2,131

5,625

2.6

A.

Quonochontaug Pond

The Quonochontaug watershed is divided into six zoning districts.
Westerly A-I and R-1 zones both provide for 20,000 square foot (approx.
1/2 acre) residential lots, and for the purposes of this study, are
identical.

The Quonochontaug watershed in Charlestown is divided into

four zoning districts:

five acre residential (R-5, three acre

residential (R-3), 80,000 square foot residential (R-80), and a business
zone (B) (see Figure 4, Map 4).

Under the current zoning the number of

single family houses in the watershed may increase by over three times
even when eliminating areas with severe bUilding constraints from the
calculation.

This calculation is further complicated by town

regulations that permit multi-family developments at densities far in
excess · of nominal zoning density.

The Charlestown zoning ordinance

currently permits a maximum of three dwelling units per acre in R-5,
R-3, and R-80 zones by special exception.

At the time of the writing of

34
this paper the

Ch~rlestown

Planning Board is considering a revision of

the ordinance to relate the number of units in a multifamily unit in the
above zones to the area of the lot.

Thus, a five acre lot zoned for one

dwelling unit may become the site of a 15 unit townhouse development.
\~esterly

subdivision regulations permit special Planned Unit

Developments (PUD's), which may theoretically result in density of
approximately twenty-four apartment units on a five acre parcel.
Table 7.

Existing and Potential Development in the Quonochontaug
Watershed.

\~esterly

Charlestown
TOTAL

Existing
Houses (1)

Vacant
Lots (2)

362
263
625

349
97
456

Potenti~l

Subdivision (3)
867
61
928

Total
1578
421
1999

Increase
Factor
4.2
1.6
3.2

(1) Calculated from aerial photos, 1981.
(2) Calculated from tax assessors' maps and tax records, 1984.
(3) Calculated from most recent tax assessors' maps, U.S. Soil
Conservation Service soils maps, and zoning maps.

Existing lots in non-contiguous ownership ("vacant lots" in
Table 7) which have grandfathered development rights by state law,
represent significant proportions of the total development potential in
both towns.

Because so many lots are grandfathered, the number of

houses in the Westerly portion of the Quonochontaug Pond watershed can
nearly double, even without further subdivision.
changes in zoning or subdivision regulations.

regardless of possible

The limited but
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beneficial effect of lowering zoning densities is illustrated in
Charlestown, where 5, 3, and 2 acre zoning replaced a single one acre
zone in 1984.

Because of the large number of grandfathered lots in the

area south of Rte. 1, the number of potential housing units declined by
only 20 percent.

Nevertheless, the undeveloped aquifer recharge areas

supplying the Quonochontaug area were protected by three and five acre
zoning densities.

Granting exceptions for higher density multi-family

dwellings in the Charlestown Salt Pond region could cancel out the
benefits of the ordinance.
B.

Winnapaug Pond

The Winnapaug watershed is divided into five zoning districts (see
Figure 4 and Map 3).

Residential zones include:

Zone
R-l
A-I

v-i

R-2

Min. Lot Size
20,000
20,000
10,000
10,000

ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.

There is also a Business Zone, B-1 with a minimum lot size for an
individual business of 7,000 ft.
under the current zoning there is the potential for the number of
single family and duplex houses to double, even when discounting areas
with severe building constraints from the calculation.

These estimates

are complicated by the Westerly Planned Unit Development (PUD)
subdivision regulation, which amounts to a "f Loa t Ing zone" with a
maximum density of twenty-four units on a five-acre minimum lot size.
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Table 8.

Existing and Potential Development in the Winnapaug and
Maschaug Watershed.
Existing
Houses

W'innapaug
Maschaug
Total

Vacant
Lots
687
67
754

1,509
260
1,769

Calculated from aerial photos,
Calculated from tax assessor's
Calculated from tax assessor's
Service Soils Survey of Rhode
zoning map (1984).

Potential
Subdivision
1,330
194
1,524

Total

Increase
Factor

3,526
521
4,047

2.3
2.0
2.3

---

1981.
maps and tax records, 1984.
maps (1984) u.S. Soil Conservation
Island, (1981), and the Westerly

The zoning pattern in the Winnapaug watershed is the densest of any
of the salt pond watersheds.

Quonochontaug Pond, directly to the east,

is nearly equal in its watershed area, yet has approximately half the
development potential.

Much of this is due to lower density zoning in

the Charlestown segment of the watershed.

Unlike many of the other salt

pond watersheds, the majority of platted areas have been developed, and
much of the remaining open land has yet to be subdivided.

Infilling of

vacant lots can add roughly 25 percent to the existing housing; new
subdivisions can add approximately 90 percent.

In consequence,

amendments to lower the zoning density to Westerly zoning ordinances
could have a significant effect on the development of the remaining open
lands in the watershed and on the water quality of the ponds.
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c.

Kascbaug Ponds

Zoning

dist~icts

within the Maschaug Ponds watershed are entirely

residential, and density (l acre) zone, R-l, a 20,000 square foot zone,
and the waterfront zone, W-l, also a 20,000 ft

2

minimum lot size.

Zone

Areas

Percentage of Watershed Area

WH-1

303

75

R-1

74

19

W-l

23

6

The average zoning density, discounting wetlands and soils with severe
constraints for the Maschaug area is one house per 3/4 acre.

A major

portion of the watershed is covered by the Watch Hill one acre zone,
accounting for 75% of the land area, and almost all of the remaining
undeveloped lands.

As noted above, the possible application of the

Westerly Planned Unit Development (PUD) zone within the Maschaug
watershed could radically increase the development densities within the
salt ponds watersheds.

Because the Maschaug Pond watershed is so small

and the land held in large parcels, a single PUD could have an extreme
effect on the nutrient loading to the ponds.
exclusion of the PUD zone from the

~~-l

For this reason the

zone should be continued, and

extended to other zoning districts of Maschaug and other salt pond
watersheds.
Subdivision Ordinances

Subdivision ordinances are municipal instruments that govern the
way in which tracts of open land may be planned and divided for
community development.

They are applied on a town-wide basis and thus

38

need not be considered on a watershed by watershed basis.

They set

minimum standards for road layout and construction, lot lay vut, open
space, flood control, utility and other public easements, and design
features relating to public safety and welfare.

They also set public

review procedures to ensure compliance with other local and state
regulations.

The Westerly subdivision regulations (Westerly Code. Ch.

22, Appendix C Ch. 547) is relatively liberal in allowing the developer
to layout lots for maximum attainable density as established by the
applicable zoning regulations, and pertinent state environmental
regulations.

By contrast Narragansett and South Kingstown have

incorporated provisions which require the developer to subtract from the
gross area of a parcel area of wetland (South Kingstown Cluster
Regulations) or flood zones (Narragansett Subdivision Regulations).
VII.

OTHER. LOCAL GOVERNMENTAL BODIES - FIRE DISTRICTS

Many of the Quonochontaug, Winnapaug, and Maschaug watersheds major
residential areas are organized at the community level into fire
districts (Weekapaug Fire District and Shelter Harbor District in
Westerly, Misquamicut and Watch Hill and Shady Harbor Fire District and
Central Beach Fire District in Charlestown).

They are autonomous

municipal corporations operating under state charter principally to
provide fire fighting services.

Along this part of the state's

shoreline fire districts are empowered by their charters and by other
statutes to provide additional public services such as owning, operating
and maintaining roads, water supply systems, bathing beaches, docks,
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parking and recreational facilities for their residents.

They have

powers of taxation in order to carry out these services.

They are also

empowered to own and manage land (Map 5).
In the Quonochontaug, Winnapaug and Maschaug area fire districts
provide residents with a strong and flexible land management capability
generally lacking in the coastal ponds watersheds to the east.

A number

of years ago the Weekapaug Fire District and Shelter Harbor Fire
District acquired significant portions of the Quonochontaug Barrier
Beach in order to prevent it from being developed.

These two fire

districts, plus the Shady Harbor Fire District and one large private
land trust (Nopes Island Association, Inc., whose purpose is to hold
coastal lands in their natural state), have been successfully jointly
managing the barrier beach for many years through the OBCC.
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VIII.

CONCLUSIONS AND MANAGEMENT MEASURES
The principal methods to reduce water quality impacts to

Quonochontaug, Winnapaug, and Maschaug Ponds from continuing residential
and commercial development involve:

(1) mitigation of existing or

potential pollution from presently developed

are~s,

and (2) avoidance of

future impacts through density regulation (zoning) and design features
in future development (e.g. subdivision, state or town setback
requirements).
The mitigative strategies for water quality maintenance
traditionally have involved different approaches according to the level
of existing development:
Strategy

Effect

Comments

For Developed Areas
Sewering

Septic System
Maintenance

Removal of nutrients and
bacteria from house waste
streams. (Approx. 60% of
of nutrient loading)

Improvement of ISDS
functions. Removal of
bacterial contamination,
does not affect nutrient
inputs.

1) does not deal with

runoff pollution.
2) often provides a

dramatic stimulus
for development;
may offset bacteria
and nutrient removal with addition
of runoff pollutants.
3) represents large
municipal investment.
1) program requires

defined authorities
and enabling legislation.
2) results in little
change to character
of neighborhoods.
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Strategy

Effect

Comments
3) homeowners likely
to bear more costs
and responsibilities.

Reduction of
Zoning Density

Extremely limited
benefits in platted
developed areas.

Design Features

Limited Effects

Setbacks,
buffers,
drainage

Due to existing
houses, lots, and
engineered structures

Ineffective due to
existing development
and "grandfathered'
lots.

Effectiveness limited
by existing development and infrastructure.

For Undeveloped Areas
Sewering

Removal of nutrients
and bacteria from waste
stream of future developments

1) extremely costly
2) provides dramatic
stimulus for
development
3) stimulates pollutant inputs from
urban runoff.
4) stimulates loss of
open space.

Septic
Maintenance

Improvement of ISDS
Life Span

Appropriate for all
areas using ISDS.
Least costly option
to reduce pollutants.
Avoids future needs
for sewer and water
service.

Reduction of
zoned dens ity

Reduction of development
impacts from sewage, roads,
and lots.

Promotes retention of
significant natural
areas and wildlife
habitat.

Design Features
setbacks
buffers
drainage
retention

Reduces runoff pollution,
provides area for nutrient
uptake and recycling
preserves shoreline and
wetland habitats.

If sufficient space is
available, a successful method of
mitigation development
impacts from a wide
range of pollution
sources.
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These generic approaches to water quality protection fall into
differing jurisdictions and legal categories.

In Rhode Island zoning

ordinances and changes are the sole authority of town government, hence
the cooperation of the towns of Westerly and Charlestown in the
protection of water quality in the salt ponds watersheds area is an
absolute requirement.

While the provision of sewer lines in the salt

ponds watersheds is also a town function, the state and federal
government exercise funding and permitting authority through the Federal
Uater Pollution Control Act and the state Coastal Resources Management
Act.

Design features such as setback requirements, wetland protection,

buffer strips, and drainage design may be applied either through town
subdivision, or. state environmental regulations.

The decision to pursue

affirmative action to institute septic system management is a state
function, yet such a program will depend heavily on support from towns
and other municipal agencies.

Consequently a major element of any

successful water quality is the communication, participation, common
sharing of goals and authority of these public institutions.
The following specific water quality management measures are
suggested for Quonochontaug, Winnapaug and Maschaug Ponds and their
watersheds in the towns of Westerly and Charlestown.
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Septic System Maintenance Program for All Ponds
Representatives from the towns of Charlestown and Westerly, the
Shady Harbor, Shelter Harbor, Weekapaug, Misquamicut and Watch Hill fire
districts, the Department of Environmental Management and the Coastal
Resources Management council should act together to design

~nd

fund an

effective program for the maintenance and repair of individual sewage
disposal systems.

These organizations should also promote more frequent

and detailed monitoring of water quality in Quonochontaug, Winnapaug,
and Maschaug Salt Ponds.

This effort could provide citizens and

management agencies with a clearer understanding of trends in water
quality, and consequent needs for management, revisions and
initiatives.

A.

Quonochontaug Pond
In most respects the management issues that relate to Quonochontaug

Pond and its watershed are identical to those presented in the Salt
Ponds Special Area Management Plan for Point Judith through Ninigret
Ponds.

Most water quality issues relate directly to the impacts of

continuing residential expansion in the watershed, and difficulties
fragmented governmental authorities have in dealing with pollution from
domestic waste disposal practices.
A central water quality concern in the Quonochontaug area is the
increa~e

in pollutant and nutrient laden runoff to be anticipated from

continued residential development in the areas south of Routes land lA.
Special management approaches, in particular (1) stringent protection of
wetlands, which serve to regulate water flows and eliminate or
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assimilate pollutants, and (2) the provision of adequate buffer zones
between residential areas and roads and the pond shorelines are critical
to the continued health of the pond.
Maintaining high quality drinking water supplies from local
aquifers is a key issue in the Shady Harbor and Central Beach areas in
Charlestown.

Recent zoning amendments in Charlestown aimed at

protecting these resources should be strengthened to prevent high
density development by special exception.
In the Westerly side of the Quonochontaug Watershed drinking water
is not a major issue, since municipal water pumped in from outside of
the watershed is universally available.

However, the prospect of dense

residential development in Westerly's share of this small watershed
generates deep concern for the nutrient balance in Quonochontaug Pond.
The Town of Westerly should consider reducing the growth potential in
this area by adopting low density zoning.
(a) All land,

exclusive of lands already developed beyond

carrying capacity, in the Westerly portion of the
Quonochontaug Watershed area are priority areas for
amendments to zoning plans to provide for at least a 2
acre minimum lot size, conservation easements and cluster
developmen t

,

(b) Planned unit developments and multi-unit developments, the
densities of which exceed the base density of the zoning
district in which they are proposed, should be prohibited
within the Quonochontaug Watershed.
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B.

\linnapaug Pond

In most respects the management issues that relate to the water
quality of Winnapaug and Maschaug Ponds and their watershed are
identical to those presented in the Salt Ponds Special Area Management
Plan for Point Judith through Ninigret Ponds.

Most water quality issues

relate directly to the impacts of continuing residential and commercial
expansion throughout the salt pond region, and the lack of coordination

-

among the many governmental authorities responsible for controlling or
guiding various aspects of community development, waste disposal, water
quality, the protection of fresh water and marine environments.
A central water quality concern in the Winnapaug watershed area is
the increase in nutrient loading from the over fifteen hundred
Individual Sewage Disposal Systems currently existing in the watershed,
and the 2,000 additional Individual Sewage Disposal Systems to be
anticipated at saturation development.

The migration of nutrients in

septic effluents through the coarse grained and well stratified subsoils
such as those around Winnapaug has been demonstrated to be rapid and
relatively unimpeded.

Measures to reduce the total loadings and the

threat of eutrophication in Winnapaug Pond include substantially
increasing the minimum lot size in undeveloped areas of the watershed,
and stringent protection of the wetlands, salt marshes, and soils with
severe .dr a i na ge problems.
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(a) All land, exclusive of lands already developed beyond
carrying capcity, in the Westerly portion of the
Winnapaug Water area are priority areas for amendments
to zoning plans to provide for at least a 2 acre minimum
lot size, conservation easements and cluster development.
(b) Planned unit developments and multi-unit developments, the
densities of which exceed the base density of the zoning
district in which they are proposed, should be"prohibited
within the Winnapaug Watershed.
A secondary, bllt growing water quality concern in the Winnapaug
watershed is the threat of contamination of pond waters and shellfish
beds by urban runoff from inadequately planned or constructed surface
drainage systems.

Particular care should be given to removing and

redesigning the four existing drainage outfalls and subdrains emptying
into the western end of Winnapaug Pond, to provide filtering and
purification for runoff before entering the pond.

No new direct

outfalls, ditches or gullies should be allowed to discharge into the
pond; rather detention ponds, grassed waterways and swales should be
used to settle out and remove runoff inputs.

Existing salt marsh and

contiguous fresh water wetlands should receive special protection as
natural pollution and runoff control buffers.
The Town of Westerly should weigh the alternatives to investing in
a sewer extension to the Misquamicut area.

While the immediate effects

of the sewer project may appear to be beneficial, the secondary effects
on water quality brought about by encouraging more intense development

------------------------------------~~~-

-
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are difficult to predict and control.

A program of septic system

management coupled with lowering the development potential in the
undeveloped areas in the watershed could well be more effective in
protecting the pond from the effects of overdevelopment.
The cooperation by the fire districts in a program of environmental
protection, education, and monitoring can be a major asset to protect
the water quality in Winnapaug Pond.

Already these organizations have

provided protection for the Quonochontaug Barrier Beach, and Napatree
Beach, and have shown an ability to provide effective local management.
The fire districts should be encouraged to participate in joint efforts
to monitor and repair failing septic systems.
C.

Mascbaug Pond

Maschaug Ponds differ significantly from their neiehbors to the
east in their small size, ecosystem opportunities for public access,
ownership, their sensitivity to nitrogen inputs and their protection
from runoff.
Maschaug is unique in the salt pond system in that it is completely
land locked; this has significant consequences for the management of
water quality.
1.

There is no tidal flushing which may remove or significantly

dilute pollutants or nutrients.
T~e

ecosystem is likely to be phosphorous rather than nitrogen

limited, thus nitrogen inputs from septic effluents will have a less
obvious impact on the ponds than in most of the other salt ponds.

The
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major nutrient related threat to Maschaug Ponds water quality is likely
to be from domestic grey water--particularly phosphates from soaps and
detergents.
The level of salinity in the pond is a critical factor in the
maintenance of estuarine shellfish and finfish populations.

Without

management and monitoring the levels of salt in the pond could fall
below 4

0/00,

considered a critical level for system populations.

Maintenance of salinities from 15 to 25

0/00

could substantially improve

the fisheries or aquacultural productivity of the ponds.
Maschaug Ponds' small size and volume and small watershed area make
it susceptible to the impacts of local projects, rather than
developments of much larger scale necessary to induce change in the
larger ponds.

This has been found to be true in Cards Ponds, where

impacts from sewer systems of only a few houses cause significant
declines in water quality.

The holdings of a single land holder

comprise over half the land available for development in the watershed
and the use of the Planned Unit Development subdivision option could
result in large changes into Maschaug's hydrological and nutrient
budgets.
Maschaug Ponds are well protected against runoff pollution.

An

earthen dike extending around little Maschaug and the northeast shore of
Maschaug Pond present an efficient barrier to runoff from developed
areas in Misquamicut and the Ocean Scenic Highway.

The southern

shoreline of the pond consists of beach sand which likewise contributes
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little or no runoff to the pond.

The northern edge of the pond consists

of shrubs grading into Phragmites and brackish marsh grasses which also
provides adequate buffering from pollution effects.
The current practice of pumping standing water from golf course
into Little Maschaug Pond brings with it the danger of contaminating the
waters with fertilizers and chemicals used in maintenance of the golf
course.

A more effective and environmentally beneficial way to reduce

water levels on the golf course might be to lower the head of Maschaug
Pond by breaching to Block Island Sound.

Alternatively water could be

pumped out onto he barrier beach, thus avoiding back flow through the
base of the dike onto the course.
Management measures appropriate for water quality maintenance in
Maschaug Pond are the maintenance of the existing protective buffers
along the ponds, shorelines, and the maintenance of levels of salinity
beneficial to estuarine species.
It is also recommended that the temporary breaching of Maschaug
Pond be permitted for the purposes of lowering water levels and
regulating salinity for optimum production of estuarine fish and
shellfish.
Prohibition of the Westerly

pun

zone should be extended to areas

outside the WH-l Zone in the Maschaug Pond watershed area.
While fire districts own beach parcels, docks and access points in
the Winnapaug watershed, they do not control large amounts of critical
land within the Quonochontaug and Maschaug watersheds such as the
Quonochontaug Beach to the east and Napatree Point to the west.
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Nevertheless the organizational structure, taxing powers, and state
charter provisions provide them with a strong, flexible and locally
oriented land management and environmental monitoring capability
generally absent in most coastal areas in the state.
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